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Abstract 
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1. Introduction 

When two or more sellers of an identical product compete on price for consumers, who are 

variously captives of particular sellers (“captives”) or comparison shoppers (“switchers”), the 

equilibrium outcome is randomized pricing (Butters 1977; Salop and Stiglitz 1977; Rosenthal 

1980; Varian 1980; Narasimhan 1988; Baye et al. 1992).  Randomized pricing has been 

interpreted as sales or price promotions, and has been fundamental in explaining empirical 

observations of price dispersion (Villas-Boas 1995; Baye and Morgan 2004b; Hosken and 

Reiffen 2004; Baye et al. 2006). 

 The basic models of randomized pricing due to Butters (1977), Varian (1980), and 

Narasimhan (1988) have been applied to a broad range of issues in industrial organization 

and marketing. 1  Many of the studies have proceeded from the assumption that the captive 

and switcher segments are given exogenously.  The customer segments are assumed either to 

be symmetric across the competing sellers (following Butters (1977) and Varian (1980)) or 

asymmetric (following Narasimhan (1988)).   

 Realistically, the captive and switcher segments are the outcome of expenditures by 

sellers on customer acquisition.  Conventional stores choose location, so acquiring consumers 

in the geographical neighborhood; manufacturers advertise on TV and other mass media, so 

acquiring consumers who see the advertisements.  Internet retailers pay for search links, so 

acquiring consumers who click on the links. 

                                                 
1  The issues have included price promotion (Raju et al. 1990; Robert and Stahl 1993; Baye and 
Morgan 2001; Chen et al. 2002; Iyer and Pazgal 2003; Ghose et al. 2002; Chen and Hitt 2004; 
Moscarini and Ottaviani 2004), price matching (Png and Hirshleifer 1987; Corts 1996; Chen et al. 
2001; Moorthy and Winter 2002), advertising and branding (Meurer and Stahl 1994; Baye and 
Morgan 2004; Dukes 2004; Chioveanu 2007), and other aspects of business and marketing strategy 
(Deneckere et al. 1992; McAfee 1994; McGahan and Ghemawat 1994; Lal and Villas-Boas 1998; 
Roy 2000; Chen et al. 2001; Chen and Iyer 2002; Hong et al. 2002; Morgan and Sefton 2003; 
Manduchi 2004).  As of August 22, 2007, the Social Science Citation Index reported the following 
citation numbers: Butters (1977) – 196; Varian (1980) – 245; Narasimhan (1988) – 91.  
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 We address the following question in this paper – given that competing sellers decide 

on both customer acquisition and pricing, under what circumstances are customer segments 

symmetric vis-à-vis asymmetric across the sellers? 

  We consider three scenarios with different sequences of seller actions – where sellers 

acquire customers before, simultaneous with, and after setting prices.  We start from a point 

at which all potential consumers and all sellers are identical.  Specifically, consumers have 

identical ex ante information about the sellers and prices, and they have no preferences for 

any particular sellers.  Each seller incurs a cost to acquire potential consumers.  Given sellers’ 

expenditures, consumers endogenously divide into captive and switcher segments, depending 

on whether they are acquired by just one seller or multiple sellers. 

We show that the customer segments are symmetric across sellers if sellers acquire 

consumers and set prices simultaneously (and the converse is also true if the cost of customer 

acquisitions exhibits constant returns to scale).  If sellers acquire consumers before setting 

prices, then the realized customer segments are asymmetric unless customer acquisitions are 

randomized and the marginal cost of customer acquisition increases at a sufficiently slow rate.  

These results provide a foundation for the previous research which exogenously assumed 

symmetric or asymmetric customer segments. 

Finally, we analyze a related scenario, where sellers acquire consumers after setting 

prices.  We show that, in this scenario, the customer segments, which are direct functions of 

the realized prices set by sellers, are almost certainly asymmetric across sellers.2  

2.  Related Work 

                                                 
2  To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to study the scenario where sellers acquire customers 
after setting prices.  Although this scenario is not directly relevant to the research that assumes that 
customer segments are given when sellers compete on price, it fits many market settings and 
strategies, such as the acquisition of consumers by “authorized retailers”, and manufacturer-suggested 
retail prices (MSRP), and hence, by itself, is an interesting scenario to investigate. 
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Several studies in the price dispersion literature have considered how the captive/switcher 

customer segments are formed.  In particular, Butters (1977) considered a scenario where 

competing sellers simultaneously invest in advertising and set prices.  He characterized 

advertising and sales price distributions.  However, it is not clear whether realized customer 

segments would be symmetric or asymmetric. 

 Robert and Stahl (1993) studied competition where sellers set advertising and prices 

simultaneously, and then, in a subsequent stage, consumers can search among sellers whose 

advertisements they have not received.  They find a unique symmetric equilibrium in this 

scenario with consumer search. 

 McAfee (1994) was the first to analyze customer acquisition.  In an important 

contribution, he modeled competition between multiple sellers who first invest in 

“availability” to secure customers, and then set prices.  Consumers can get the item only if 

reached by a seller’s promotion.  Consumers reached by only one seller are captive to that 

seller, while those reached by multiple sellers are switchers.  Although all sellers and 

consumers were ex ante identical, the unique equilibrium among those involving continuous 

pricing strategies was asymmetric.3    

 Chioveanu (2007) also studied competition between multiple sellers over two stages, 

but focusing on persuasive advertising.  In the first stage, sellers advertise to persuade 

consumers, and then, in the second stage, sellers set prices.  Consumers reached by only one 

seller are captive to that seller, while those not reached by any seller are switchers.  She 

shows that there exist multiple asymmetric equilibria, which is in line with the results of Baye 

et al. (1992).  

                                                 
3  Chen and Iyer (2002) considered a two-seller setting where sellers “address” consumers before 
setting prices.  They conclude that the equilibrium could be symmetric or asymmetric.  Chen and 
Iyer’s results, however, are founded on a linear horizontal differentiation model, and hence may not 
generalize to more than two sellers. 
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 These studies have not addressed a fundamental question: under what circumstances 

are the captive/switcher customer segments symmetric vis-a-vis asymmetric?  In particular, 

how does the symmetry vis-à-vis asymmetry of customer segments depend on the sequence 

of seller actions (customer acquisition before, simultaneous with, or after pricing)?    

3.  Setting 

The market has n sellers, who independently invest effort to acquire potential consumers and 

market some item.  The sellers’ acquisition rates (or “mind shares”) are denoted by αi, where 

i = 1, …, n, and 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1.4  Each consumer derives a benefit v from one unit of the item.  A 

potential consumer can buy the item only if acquired by a seller, and, in particular, she does 

not seek out sellers.5 

Depending on the context, the form of “customer acquisition” may vary.  For instance, 

it may be choosing the location of a retail store, so acquiring consumers in the geographical 

neighborhood; or it may be advertising in the mass media, so acquiring consumers who see 

the advertisements; or it may be telemarketing, so acquiring consumers who listen to the sales 

“pitch”; or it may be bidding for search links, so acquiring consumers who click on the links.  

Let seller i’s cost of customer acquisition be )( iC α , where 

 0)( ≥iC α , 0)( >′ iC α , and 0)( >′′ iC α      (1) 

                                                 
4  If there are L potential consumers, the acquisition rate or mind share can be interpreted as the actual 
number of consumers acquired, Ai, divided by the total market potential, LAii /=α . 
5  Essentially, we are assuming that consumers are not aware of the existence of the item.  Many 
directly marketed products and services (e.g., membership-based resort accommodation packages, 
houseware sets, body builders, health supplements, etc.) are new to consumers, and hence consumers 
would not enquire about prices without first being “acquired” by some seller.  The key difference 
between our setting and search-theoretic models of price dispersion (Baye et al. 2006) is that in our 
setting, consumers are not allowed to search for prices. 
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for all ]1,0[∈iα .6   We further assume away any fixed cost, i.e., 0)0( =C , and that sellers do 

have an incentive to acquire consumers, i.e., vC <′ )0( . 

 A potential consumer who is acquired by just one seller will pay up to v for the item.  

A consumer who is acquired by more than one seller will be a “switcher” and buy from the 

seller offering the lowest price, or buy with equal probability from each of the several sellers 

offering the same lowest price.  

 Let )( pFi , with support iS , where )inf( ii
Sp =  and )sup(ˆ ii Sp = , represent seller i’s 

pricing strategy, and let )min(
i

pp = . 

Consider seller i.  At any price p, seller i would sell to a consumer that it acquires 

unless that consumer is acquired by another seller, and the other seller sets a lower price than 

seller i.  The probability that any consumer is also acquired by another seller j is αj, while the 

probability that seller j’s price is lower than p is )( pFj .7  Accordingly, taking account of all 

competing sellers, the probability that a consumer that seller i acquires will buy from seller i 

at price p is 

∏
≠

−
ij

jj pF )](1[ α .       

Hence, seller i’s expected revenue at any price p is 

∏
≠

−=
ij

jjii pFppR )](1[)( αα .      (2) 

                                                 
6  Another possible interpretation of the cost of customer acquisition is sellers’ investments to reduce 
costs that consumers incur to switch products (Klemperer 1987).  This interpretation is not captured in 
models (e.g., Baye and Morgan 2004; Chioveanu 2007) in which sellers need not incur any cost in 
selling to the switcher segment of consumers.  
7   In our setting, sellers acquire consumers stochastically, with each consumer having an equal 
probability of being acquired (Butters 1977; Grossman and Shapiro 1984; McAfee 1994).  Hence, the 
number of times that any particular consumer is acquired follows a binomial distribution, and the 
number of consumers acquired by each seller has a simple closed form. 
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 To facilitate subsequent analysis, we consolidate in Lemma 1 various results due to 

McAfee (1994).8  These generalize the findings of Varian (1980), Narasimhan (1988), and 

Baye et al. (1992) to a scenario where the captive and switcher segments are endogenously 

determined by sellers’ customer acquisitions.  It is key to characterizing the pricing outcomes. 

Lemma 1 (McAfee 1994).  Suppose that either customer acquisitions take place before price 

setting, or that customer acquisitions are deterministic.  Then: 

(a) There is no pure-strategy equilibrium in pricing; 

(b) The supports of the equilibrium pricing strategies are intervals with no gaps; 

(c) The equilibrium pricing strategies do not include any mass points in ),[ vp ; at most one 

seller (call it seller m) who acquires strictly more consumers than all other sellers may 

have a mass point, which must be at v; 

(d) The equilibrium pricing strategies of all sellers have the same infimum, p , and 

∏
≠

−=
mi

ivp ]1[ α ;       (3) 

(e) The supports of the equilibrium pricing strategies of at least two sellers have the same 

supremum at v.  Generally, a seller that acquires more consumers would have a higher 

supremum, i.e., if ji αα ≥ , then ji pp ˆˆ ≥ ; 

(f) For every seller i, expected revenue is  

∏
≠

−==
mj

jiii vpR ]1[ ααα .      (4) 

Lemma 1 can be qualitatively explained as follows.  In any equilibrium that involves 

deterministic customer acquisitions, sellers will randomize prices.  Generally, a seller that 

acquires more consumers tends to set a higher price, because it would have more captive 

                                                 
8  Our Lemma 1 consolidates equations (1) to (4), and Lemmata 1 and 2 of McAfee (1994).  For 
brevity, we omit the proof. 
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customers relative to other sellers.  These customers receive only one offer, and hence the 

seller can make more profit by charging a higher price to them. 

 We consider two alternative scenarios which are both common in the price dispersion 

literature.  In one scenario, sellers acquire consumers and set prices simultaneously.  This 

scenario describes mass advertising through TV and newspapers, and also, direct marketing – 

advertisements in these media often include prices. 

In the other scenario, sellers acquire consumers before setting prices.  This scenario 

fits conventional retailing – sellers fix locations to acquire consumers before setting prices.  It 

also fits markets in which sellers use loyalty programs to lock in potential consumers.   

4.  Simultaneous Customer Acquisition and Pricing 

In mass advertising and direct marketing, prices are often embedded within the promotions 

sent to consumers.  Obviously, in this scenario, sellers cannot condition prices on customer 

acquisition.  Proposition 1 helps to clarify the sellers’ customer acquisition strategy: 

Proposition 1.  In the scenario where sellers acquire consumers and set prices simultaneously, 

customer acquisition is deterministic. 

 Intuitively, by (2), the revenue of a seller is determined by the extent to which the 

consumers that it acquires are also acquired by other sellers and the pricing strategies of these 

other sellers.  Even if other sellers randomize acquisitions, the seller’s probability of selling 

to any particular consumer that it acquires does not depend on its own level of acquisition.  

Accordingly, the seller’s revenue is a linear function of its own acquisition.  Now, the cost of 

acquisition is convex, hence the expected profit is concave, and so, it would have a unique 

maximum.  Therefore, the seller would not randomize customer acquisition. 

Given that the equilibrium acquisitions are deterministic, the pricing results in Lemma 

1 apply.  Our next result shows that the equilibrium is unique and symmetric. 
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Proposition 2.  In the scenario where sellers acquire consumers and set prices simultaneously, 

the unique equilibrium comprises acquisitions  

)(]1[ 1
s

n
s Cv αα ′=− − ,       (5) 

and the pricing strategy 

⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−−=

−1
1

]1[11)(
n

s
s

s p
vpF α

α
,     (6) 

on the support ],[ vp , where  

vp n
s

1]1[ −−= α .       (7) 

For the simultaneous scenario where sellers embed prices into advertising, Butters 

(1977) derived advertising and sales price distributions, but did not address whether the 

realized customer segments would be symmetric.  Robert and Stahl (1993) have shown that 

the equilibrium is unique and symmetric.  Their result is, however, applicable only to settings 

in which consumers are aware of the marketed item and actively search for sellers’ offers. 

 In scenarios with no consumer search, much previous research (e.g., Varian 1980; 

Grossman and Shapiro 1984; Png and Hirshleifer 1987; Baye and Morgan 2001; Iyer and 

Pazgal 2003; Soberman 2004) simply assumed that the customer segments were symmetric.  

To our knowledge, Proposition 2 is novel in showing that, when sellers acquire consumers 

and set prices simultaneously, the equilibrium is unique and symmetric.  Accordingly, it 

provides a fundamental justification of the various analyses that focus exclusively on 

symmetric outcomes. 

5.  Customer Acquisition before Pricing 

In conventional retailing, sellers acquire consumers by choosing retail locations before setting 

prices.  Airlines, hotels, supermarkets, gasoline retailers, and many other businesses use 
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loyalty programs to acquire and lock in consumers.  In these situations, sellers acquire 

customers before setting prices.   

In this section, we study the scenario where sellers first acquire customers and then 

set prices.  We start with the second (pricing) stage.  At this stage, each seller knows the 

number of consumers that other sellers have acquired.  Hence, the results in Lemma 1 apply – 

for any combination of first-stage outcomes, α1, α2, …, αn, a seller’s expected revenue is 

given by (4), and at most one seller would have a mass point at v in its equilibrium pricing 

strategy. 

 The equilibrium outcome in this scenario would depend on whether sellers randomize 

customer acquisitions.  Provided that sellers do not randomize customer acquisitions, McAfee 

(1994) showed that the equilibrium is unique and asymmetric.  For ease of exposition, let the 

sellers be labeled in decreasing order of customer acquisitions in the first stage, that is, such 

that α1 ≥ α2 ≥ …≥ αn..   

Then, by McAfee’s (1994) Theorem 3, in the first stage, each seller i = 2, …, n would 

acquire *α  customers, where 

)(]1[]21[ *2** ααα Cv n ′=−− − ,     (8) 

and seller 1 would acquire **α  customers, where  

)(]1[ **1* αα Cv n ′=− − .      (9) 

In the second stage, each seller i = 2, …, n would set prices according to the distribution 

⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−−=

−1
1

*
* ]1[11)(

n

p
vpF α

α
,     (10) 

on the support ),[ vp , where  

vp n 1* ]1[ −−= α ,       (11) 
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and seller 1 would set prices according to )(]/[)( ***
1 pFpF αα=  on the support ),[ vp , with 

a mass point of weight ]/[1 *** αα−  at price v.   

McAfee (1994, page 29) noted that this equilibrium was unique among those in which 

sellers’ pricing strategies have interval supports.  In this equilibrium, although sellers are ex 

ante identical, one seller acquires more consumers and sets higher prices than all other sellers, 

and it earns a larger profit.9 

It is instructive to observe that, in this equilibrium with deterministic acquisitions, 

sellers charge higher prices than the in scenario of acquisitions simultaneous with pricing.  

This is because, in the first stage, sellers acquir different numbers of consumers.  Hence, in 

the second stage, the seller which acquires more consumers would have more captive 

customers, and so, would have less incentive to compete on price. 

As noted by McAfee (1994, page 31), in this scenario of customer acquisition before 

pricing, there may exist a symmetric equilibrium with randomized customer acquisition.  For 

illustrative purposes, we derive such an equilibrium for the case of two sellers. 

Suppose that there are two sellers, i and j, who adopt the identical acquisition strategy, 

G(α), with support ]ˆ,[ αα , where G(α) denotes the probability that a seller acquires not more 

than α consumers.  Then, by Lemma 1, seller i’s expected profit from choosing αi is 

).()(]1[)(]1[)(
0

iijjjii CvdGdG
i

ij

αααααααπ
α

αα

−
⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

−+−= ∫∫
>

   (12) 

In the Appendix, we show that the equilibrium customer acquisition strategy is characterized 

by 

)]()([)()](1[2
iiiii CCGv ααααπαα −′−=− ,     (13) 

                                                 
9  Please refer to McAfee (1994, pages 40-41) for the proof of the equilibrium.  For completeness, we 
expand McAfee’s result to characterize the pricing strategy. 
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where )(απ  is a constant that denotes the sellers’ equilibrium profit. Note that, if 

)()1()1( απ<−′ CC , then the equilibrium customer acquisition strategy includes a mass point 

at 1ˆ =α .  Otherwise, if )()1()1( απ≥−′ CC , we have )()ˆ()ˆ(ˆ απααα =−′ CC , and the 

equilibrium customer acquisition strategy is continuous throughout. 

 As we show above, when sellers randomize customer acquisitions, the equilibrium 

strategies are symmetric.  However, the realized customer segments are almost certainly 

asymmetric if the marginal cost of customer acquisition increases sufficiently quickly that 

)()1()1( απ>−′ CC .  Otherwise, with positive probability (the product of the two mass points) 

that the realized customer segments will be symmetric, and both sellers acquire all consumers 

in the market (i.e., α = 1 for both sellers).   

6.  Pricing before Customer Acquisition 

In distributing mobile telephony, banking, insurance, and brokerage services, the brand 

owners typically fix prices and then acquire consumers through direct and indirect channels.  

Manufacturer-suggested retail prices (MSRP) are common in marketing of books and 

automobiles.  The fastest-growing segment of the advertising market today is Internet search 

advertising.  In all of these situations, sellers set prices before acquiring consumers.  

Obviously, Lemma 1 does not apply, as it conditions prices on deterministic customer 

acquisitions. 

 In this section, we derive some basic results for the scenario where sellers first set 

prices and then acquire consumers.  Although this scenario is not directly related to research 

that studies how price dispersion is related to a priori customer segments, it fits many real-

life marketing settings, and hence is interesting for that reason. 

We start with the second (customer acquisition) stage, where n sellers independently 

acquire consumers given a set of realized prices.  Let sellers be labeled in decreasing order of 
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prices, i.e., such that nppp ≥≥≥ ...21 .  We first clarify the customer acquisition strategy.  

For essentially the same reason as underlying Proposition 1, customer acquisition is 

deterministic. 

Proposition 3.  In the scenario where sellers set prices before acquiring consumers, customer 

acquisition is deterministic. 

 Since customer acquisition is deterministic, the outcome in the second (customer 

acquisition) stage is surprisingly simple.  We characterize it in Proposition 4. 

Proposition 4.  In the scenario where sellers set prices before acquiring consumers, given any 

realized prices nppp ≥≥≥ ...21 , at the second stage, seller n would choose αn according to  

)( nn Cp α′= ,        (14) 

and other sellers i < n would choose αi according to 

)(]1[
1

i

n

ij
ji Cp αα ′=−∏

+=

,      (15) 

where αj can be obtained by applying (14) and (15) recursively to all sellers j > i. 

 Going back to the first stage, we first show that there is no symmetric pure strategy 

equilibrium in pricing.  The proof is straightforward, and we present only a sketch of the 

argument.  Suppose that, in equilibrium, all sellers choose the same price.  Then, a seller can 

undercut the others’ prices by a small ε > 0.  This would lead to a second-order loss in price, 

but a first-order gain in sales, and hence raise its profit, which violates the supposition.  By a 

similar argument, if pricing is randomized, at most one seller will have a mass point in its 

pricing strategy. 

 We next show that there is also no asymmetric pure-strategy equilibrium in pricing.  

Suppose that such an equilibrium exists, and that nppp >>> ...21 .  Referring to (15), seller 

i can increase profit by raising pi to just below pi-1.  Similarly, every seller would want to 

raise price to just below the next higher price.  The limit is that all sellers’ prices approach the 
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maximum, v, which we have already shown not to be an equilibrium. Hence, there is no pure-

strategy equilibrium with every seller choosing a different price. 

Let seller i choose its price, pi, according to the distribution, Fi(⋅).  By the structure of 

(14) and (15) and the arguments presented above, it is straightforward to show that the sellers 

would randomize prices over the support ],[ vp , Fi is continuous on ),[ vp , and at most one 

seller can have a mass point at v.   

By the arguments sketched above, in equilibrium, at most one seller can have a mass 

point in its pricing strategy, and hence the realized prices after the first (pricing) stage are 

almost certainly asymmetric.  By Lemma 2, and, specifically, (14) and (15), the equilibrium 

acquisitions are directly related to the first-stage prices, and hence they are almost certainly 

asymmetric as well.  In the Appendix, we sketch the heuristics to compute the equilibrium 

pricing strategy, Fi(⋅), in the case of two sellers.   

7.  Constant Returns to Scale 

The preceding analysis imposed little structure on the cost of customer acquisition.  Here, we 

draw sharper implications by using the logarithmic cost function, 

)1ln()( αθα −−=C ,        (16) 

where θ is a positive constant.  This cost function characterizes constant returns to scale in 

the sense that the cost of acquiring ][ ji αα +  customers is the same whether they are acquired 

by one seller or two separate sellers (McAfee 1994, page 31).10 

                                                 
10  With L being the total number of potential consumers, and if we let c be the unit cost of each 
acquisition (e.g., collecting a consumer’s address and sending out the promotion), then with θ = –
c/ln(1–1/L), (16) simplifies to the well-recognized cost function used by Butters (1977) and Grossman 
and Shapiro (1984).  This parameterization is particularly noteworthy, because it can be constructed 
from the assumption that sellers draw consumers stochastically.  The detailed derivations are shown in 
the Appendix.  See also Butters (1977, page 468) and Grossman and Shapiro (1984, page 66). 
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 The results in the scenario of simultaneous customer acquisition and pricing and the 

scenario of deterministic customer acquisition before pricing do not change with the 

specification of C(⋅).  In the scenario of randomized customer acquisition before pricing, the 

logarithmic cost function implies that 1ˆ <α , and so, by (13), the customer acquisition 

function, G(⋅), does not contain any mass points.  Accordingly, in equilibrium, the realized 

customer segments are almost certainly asymmetric.  Hence, with constant returns to scale, 

we obtain the stronger result that the realized customer segments are symmetric only if 

customer acquisition and pricing are simultaneous. 

 Next, we turn to the scenario of customer acquisition after pricing.  As discussed in 

Section 6, regardless of the cost function, the customer segments are almost certainly 

asymmetric, because they are determined by the realized prices after the first stage.  Below, 

we illustrate this relationship in the case of constant to returns scale. 

 Consider the second (customer acquisition) stage.  Again, let the sellers be indexed 

according to the realized prices after the first stage, nppp ≥≥≥ ...21 .  Substituting from (16) 

in (14) and (15) recursively for all sellers, seller i would choose acquisition rate  

 
i

i
i p

p 11 +−=α ,         (17) 

where pn+1 ≡ θ.  Further, because any seller who charges a higher price would not affect seller 

i’s equilibrium sales, seller i’s equilibrium profit is simply 

).(]1[)(
1

i

n

ij
jiiii Cp ααααπ −−= ∏

+=

      (18) 

Substituting from (16), and applying (14) and (15) recursively, (18) becomes 

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−−=

++ 11

ln1
i

i

i

i
i p

p
p
p

θπ .       (19) 
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 With constant returns to scale (logarithmic cost), in the second (pricing) stage, the 

pricing strategy takes a very simple form.  The next lower price serves as a sufficient statistic 

for the prices of all competing sellers.  Obviously, sellers that set higher prices are irrelevant 

as consumers would not buy from them.  As for sellers setting lower prices, by recursively 

applying (14) and (15), the competitive effect of lower prices can be subsumed into the next 

lower price, pi+1, alone.  So, by (17), each seller would choose its customer acquisition rate 

according to the “gap” between its own price and the next lower price.   

Finally, dαi / dpi ≥ 0, and hence, the higher the price that a seller charges in the first 

stage, the more consumers it acquires in the second stage.  Because pricing is randomized in 

stage 1 and not more than one seller can have a mass point in its equilibrium pricing strategy, 

the equilibrium customer segments are almost certainly asymmetric. 

8.  Concluding Remarks 

In a parsimonious setting which encompasses both pricing and customer acquisitions, and 

which generalizes the well known settings of Butters (1977), Varian (1980), Narasimhan 

(1988), and Baye et al. (1992), we characterize the realized outcomes in terms of the captive / 

switcher customer segments.  We find that: 

• If price setting and customer acquisitions are simultaneous, the equilibrium is unique 

and the customer segments are symmetric (and the converse is also true if the cost of 

customer acquisitions exhibits constant returns to scale).   

• If consumers are acquired before prices are set, the equilibrium customer segments 

are asymmetric unless customer acquisitions are randomized and the marginal cost of 

customer acquisition increases at a sufficiently slow rate. 

• If customers are acquired after prices are set, the equilibrium customer segments are 

almost certainly asymmetric. 
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These findings provide a fundamental rationale for previous analyses that 

exogenously assumed customer segments to be symmetric (Varian 1980; Rosenthal 1980; 

Grossman and Shapiro 1984; Png and Hirshleifer 1987; Meurer and Stahl 1994; Villas-Boas 

1995; Baye and Morgan 2001 and 2004a; Iyer and Pazgal 2003; Soberman 2004) or 

asymmetric (e.g., Narasimhan 1988; McGahan and Ghemawat 1994).11 

 Besides the contribution to the pure analytics of price competition among multiple 

sellers of an identical product for consumers who vary in loyalty to particular sellers, our 

results also shed light on the dynamics of customer acquisitions, be it interpreted as mass 

media advertising, seller availability, direct marketing, consumer addressability, targetability, 

or investments to reduce consumer switching costs. 

Following McAfee (1994), our analysis can easily be extended to allow consumers to 

have elastic demand.  Let k be the marginal cost of producing the item and )( pq  be the 

individual consumer’s demand at price p.  Then, in the key equations like (3) and (4), each 

seller equilibrates between the contribution margin, )(][ pqkp −=φ , at the various prices, 

rather than directly equilibrating between the prices.  With this change, all the major results 

continue to apply. 

The immediate direction for future research is to provide a general characterization of 

the randomized strategies adopted by sellers in the scenarios of pricing before/after customer 

acquisitions.  It would be helpful to know if, with more than two sellers, they would adopt 

symmetric strategies in such scenarios.   

The next direction would be to compare social welfare across the three scenarios.  The 

results would address the important policy question of whether retailers should be required to 

                                                 
11  Another justification for focusing on symmetric equilibria is experiments showing that subjects 
tend to focus on symmetric rather than asymmetric behavior (Van Huyck et al. 1990; Battalio et al. 
2003). 
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include prices in advertising, or whether they should be allowed to first acquire consumers 

and then set prices.12 

Finally, it would be useful to take account of consumer search (Butters 1977; Stahl 

1989; Robert and Stahl 1993; Banks and Moorthy 1999; Anderson and de Palma 2003; Baye 

and Morgan 2004a).  The equilibrium outcome in the various scenarios would then depend on 

both sellers’ investments in customer acquisitions and consumers’ investments in searching 

for sellers.  Robert and Stahl (1993) show that if consumers search after sellers set advertising 

and prices simultaneously, the unique equilibrium is symmetric. 13   The outcomes when 

sellers acquire consumers before or after setting prices, and then consumers search, remain an 

open question.  
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